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プレゼンター
プレゼンテーションのノート
Thank you for the introduction and it is a great pleasure to be here.Today, I'd like to talk to you about “New vision of water in the Moon”.I am sorry not to be about the Earth, but I think the Moon is an exciting theme for Neutrino Geophysics.
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プレゼンター
プレゼンテーションのノート
As you know, the Earth-Moon systems starts with the Giant impact that the Mars-sized Theia had a collision with the Proto-Earth.After the Giant Impact, fragments of these bodies were accreted from the disk just beyond Earth’s Roche radius, and then the Earth and Moon originated through the magma ocean.The present wet Earth, but dry Moon system is the key to prove such Giant Impact process because a large amount of volatilities such as water was believed to be evaporated by the collision.In fact, the Moon is an airless body, and Apollo samples recovered from the surface have almost no water below 1 ppb.But, with the discoveries of traces of water in the Moon’s interior, a question concerning water of the Moon have been recently revived.This problem whether abundant water still remains in the lunar interior or not is closely related to such the Giant Impact process, especially which theory is correct, high or low energetic collisions, and then melt or solid fragments accretion.
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Introduction – Water of the Moon –
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Since Apollo era, we believed the Moon is anhydrous from the surface into the interior.But, recent spacecraft missions discovered a large amount water ice on the poles by the neutron and near-infrared spectrometer.In addition, various water species such as hydroxyl and molecular water have been found in some Apollo samples and lunar meteorites.Considering the water migration models, molecular water can accumulate in the colder regions without the sunshine such as permanently shadowed regions on the surface and in the subsurface.Thus, the lunar surface is wholly dry, but rarely wet, especially on the poles and such colder regions.On the other hand, there remain some mysteries concerning water of the interior.There is almost no water in the Apollo samples from the lunar crust and mare basin.But, several accessory minerals and plutonic rocks occasionally contain numeorus hydroxyl water up to a few hundred to thousand ppm.These facts propose a view of the water-rich lunar mantle.Recent simulation models also supports such a wet mantle scenario.
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Introduction – Water: the key to Moon’s history –
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In addition, a solution of this problem concerning water gives us a new insight into the Moon’s thermal history, because water makes a great contribution to these events.The case of the Giant impact has already been mentioned.In the differentiation of lunar magma ocean, water is believed to be the driving force for the mantle overturn and partial melting.Furthermore, Deep Moonquake seems to be caused by either thermal gradient or heterogeneous water distribution of the interior.
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Introduction – Water resource –
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Of course, water is one of the most important subject for the manned exploration of the Moon because it can be used as a valuable resource when we live in the lunar base, like this.For example, drinking, eating, breathing, and hydrogen fuel for mining and spacecraft to go to the other planet.If water is available in the Moon, that is, need not to be transported from the Earth, annual space budget is reduced by 1.21 trillion dollars.



Surface to Subsurface
▪Water near the poles and in the subsurface
▪ Solar wind-induced OH on the regolith soil
▪ OH in the old anorthosite crust

Introducing our and previous studies of lunar water:  

Shallow to Deep Mantle
▪ OH in the shallow to deep mantle
▪ OH and H2O in the shallow KREEP-rich mantle
▪ Fluid in the low seismic velocity zone

With a discussion of the Moon’s history
With the future plans (Sample return, Seismic and Neutrino) 

The purpose of this study
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So in this study, I will introduce our and previous studies of lunar water as shown here.First, recent studies of various water species on the surface to the subsurface will be explained.Secondly, traces of water in the shallow to deep lunar mantle will be mentioned.Finally, I will discuss the Moon’s water and thermal histories and summarize the future plans from the viewpoint of Seismic and Neutrino Geophysics.8分



Surface water – The Deep Impact Spacecraft –

Near Infrared (NIR) spectrometer detected the water bands
• 2.8-3.1 μm: OH, H2O and hydrous phase

OH
OH/H2O

H2O or
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Bulk water content of the soil: 0.3 wt.% (Volatility: 0.5 wt.%)

>4 μm 2.8 μm

Deep Impact ⇒
Basemap Albedo Temperature Water

Sunshine et al. (2009)
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So, let’s move on to first subject of “water of the surface to subsurface”.The Deep Impact spacecraft at the first time discovered various water species such as hydroxyl, molecular water and ice using Near Infrared spectrometer.Based on the absorbance of these water bands and calibration of the thermal emission, the bulk water content of the regolith soil on the South pole is inferred to be about 0.3 wt.%.Additionally, the thermal gradient of the lunar surface is in good agreement with water distribution, as shown here.This can be well explained by the fact that molecular water migrate toward the colder high latitudes through the solar dissociation, and then can get cold-trapped on the permanently shadowed regions near the poles and in the subsurface of the whole Moon.



Surface water – LCROSS Spacecraft –

Near Infrared (NIR) spectrometer found the water bands
• 2.2, 1.9, 1.4 μm: OH, H2O and Ice in the surface (~0.7 m depth) 
• Mainly Asteroid/Comet, Slightly Solar Wind origins

155 ± 12 kg = 5.6 ± 2.9 wt.% OH & H2O near the South Pole

⇐ LCROSS spacecraft Colaprete et al. (2010)
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After that, the LCROSS Near-Infrared spectrometer identified largest amount of hydroxyl, water molecule and ice micrograins from the regolith layer that is dug out from the subsurface deeper than ~0.7 m within the South Pole Aitken.Here, such water species are considered to originate mostly from asteroidal and cometary collisions, and slightly from the solar wind.According to these spectral data, the bulk water content of the regolith near the South Pole Aitken could be estimated at 5.6 wt.%.10分



H implantation by the solar wind

Hydroxyl in the regolith agglutinate

Surface water – Apollo samples –

Maximum 70 ppm
Water-rich regolith → Solar-wind induced hydroxyl

in the agglutination

Liu et al. (2010)
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Apollo samples from the Procellarum Terrene also provide valuable information on water of the Moon.Hydroxyl water has been discovered from the regolith agglutinate by secondary Ion Mass spectrometry and Infrared spectroscopy.The bulk water content of the regolith reaches at 70 ppm in the surface up to submicron meter depth.According to the hydrogen isotope, this hydroxyl water is derived from the solar-wind and agglutination.Such hydroxyl-rich regolith covers the surface of the whole-Moon, up to a submicron meter depth.



⇩ Mantle: 11 ppm

Surface water – Apollo samples –

Hydroxyl in the old lunar anorthosite crusts

Olivine: <d.l.

Plagioclase:
<1 ppb to <6.4 ppm

Hui et al. (2010)
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As reported in the previous studies, the surface rocks of the Procellarum Terrene such as crustal anorthosite and mare basalt include almost no water below 1 ppb.But, rarely in the case of old high-land anorthosite,  hydroxyl water could be recognized in only the plagioclase using Infrared spectroscopy.Based on infrared analysis, the bulk water content is up tp 6.4 ppm.This value is corresponding to the bulk water content of the mantle at 11 ppm, as mentioned in the next chapter.Thus, it is likely that the early lunar magma ocean contains a large amount of water at 320 ppm.



Subsurface water – Lunar meteorite –

▪Spacecraft (the poles)
Lunar prospector: 0.1 wt.%?
Deep Impact: 0.3 wt.%

LCROSS: 5.6 wt.%

Chandrayaan-1: 80 ppm

⇒ Most water-rich pole
Slight water from surface to 
subsurface in the whole Moon

▪Lunar rocks (the PKT)
Basalt: <1 ppb?
Anorthosite: <1 ppb to

<6.4 ppm

Regolith: <70 ppm

Subsurface breccia: >46 ppm

Bulk water content

• SiO2 (s) + 2H2O ↔ H4SiO4 (aq)
(Moganite)      (Water)        (Silicic acid)

>76 ppm >46 ppm

Sunlit surface: Fluid predicated moganite
Subsurface: Fluid can cold-trapped as water ice

Hydroxyl/molecular water in 
lunar meteorite (Kayama et al. in submitted)
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According to our study, water ice still remains in the subsurface of the Moon.As described here, we discovered aqueous moganite micrograin, this one, from gabbro-basalt brecciated lunar meteorites from the Procellarum KREEP Terrene using various microanalyses.Moganite is a monoclinic SiO2 phases that constantly precipitates from alkali fluid.Considering a modal composition of this lunar meteorite, the bulk content of the moganite is above 76 ppm.Assuming an ideal reaction of silica with water into and from silicic acid proceeds, the bulk water content of at least 46 ppm is required to precipitate a solid moganite more than 76 ppm.On the sunlit surface, such alkaline fluid precipitates moganite, but in the subsurface, it can get cold-trapped as water ice over billions of years.This interpretation can be strongly supported by the results obtained from LCROSS missions that detected water ice micrograins from the South Pole Aitken.Here, the bulk water contents of the lunar rocks are summarized as a list, based on the present and previous studies.It is likely that water concentrates on the surface of the South Pole Aitken and Procellarum Terrene, and in the subsurface of the whole Moon.15分



We will introduce our and previous studies of lunar water:  

Surface to Subsurface
▪Water ice near the poles and in the subsurface
▪ Solar wind-induced OH on the regolith soil
▪ OH in the old anorthosite crust

Shallow to Deep Mantle
▪ OH in the shallow to deep mantle
▪ OH and H2O in the shallow KREEP-rich mantle
▪ Fluid in the low seismic velocity zone

With a discussion of the Moon’s history
With the future plans (Sample return, Seismic and Neutrino) 

The purpose of this study
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So, let’s move on to next subject concerning “water of the Mantle”.Here, I’d like to talk about these themes.
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Traces of water in the mantle
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Water of the Mantle remains one of the greatest mystery of the Moon, because the spacecraft missions give us data about volatilities only up to the submillimeter depth.So, we have no chance, but to perform water analysis of the Apollo samples and lunar meteorites for estimating water content of the source mantle.The mantle water contents have been predicted by the SIMS and Infrared spectroscopy of apatite in basalt, olivine, pyroxene and plagioclase in the plutonic rocks and melt inclusion in the volcanic glass, all of which retain information on water of the mantle.Of course it can be calculated based on some assumptions of the magmatic process, as explained in the next slide.



Water in the Mantle – Apollo samples –

▪ Apatite in KREEP-rich basalt
▪ No correlation of H with Cl-S
▪ Assuming partition coefficient, melting rate,

NAMs %, degassing degree of the Earth
Apatite:  up to 4000 ppm OH
Mantle: 6-30 ppm Water

Lunar apatite with abundant volatilities Boyce et al. (2010)
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Previous studies discovered hydroxyl apatite from Apollo samples, especially KREEP-rich basalts.There is no correlation of hydrogen content with chorine and sulfur in these samples.This fact implies that such hydrogen is indigenous to the Moon, but not a product of the terrestrial contamination.Based on these several assumptions of the magmatic process, water content of the apatite could convert into the mantle water content of 6 to 30 ppm.



Water in the Mantle – Apollo samples –

▪ Olivine-hosted melt inclusions without magmatic degassing
▪ Abundant volatilities (H, F, S, Cl) similar to MORB

Mantle: 79-409 ppm Water
*Assuming partition coefficient, melting rate of the Earth
*Degassing degree: 0 % (95-99 % for Apatite)

10 μm

Melt inclusion in olivine of High-Ti volcanic glass bead

H2O (ppm)H2O (ppm)

High Pre-Eruptive Water-rich Melt Inclusions Hauri et al. (2011)
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In this previous study, water-rich melt inclusions have been found in the host olivine of the Apollo volcanic glasses.The volatile contents of these melt inclusion are similar to those of the terrestrial MORB.Without a calibration of the degassing degree, but with the other assumptions, the water content of the source mantle regions is inferred to be from 79 to 409 ppm.Surprisingly, this value is well consistent with water content of the Earth’s mantle.So here, the Giant Impact likely occurs as a low energetic collisions, and then mostly solid, but slightly melt fragments of the Theia and the proto Earth were accreted, without the volatile evaporation.



Water in the Mantle – Lunar meteorite –
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Water-rich gabbro and wet upper mantle beneath the PKT
lunar meteorite (Kayama et al. in submitted)

▪Melt inclusion
▪Olivine
▪Clinopyroxene

⇒ SIMS analysis
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Our study also supports such a wet lunar Mantle view.By in-situ heating Infrared spectroscopy, we detected the strong water bands from olivine, clinopyroxene and plagioclase of this gabbroic lunar meteorite.Terrestrial adsorbed water can be dehydrated by heating above 120 deg. C.The water bands disappeared above 300 deg.C can be assigned to bound-molecular H2O, described as the green areas.The band remaining above 550 deg. C can be attributed to hydroxyl OH, as the blue areas.Similar water bands have been recognized near the Procellarum Terren by spacecraft Near-infrared spectrometer.Based on the absorbance of these water bands, we estimated water contents of each constituent mineral and bulk rocks, as shown here.The bulk water content is corresponding to those of the source mantle, because each constituent mineral possesses indigenous mantle water without the water discharge during igneous processes.This mantle water content is also similar to the Earth’s mantle.In the future plan, we will conduct SIMS analysis of Hydrogen isotope to determine the origin of water in this lunar meteorite.



▪ Layered water distribution of the lunar magma ocean
▪Water estimation of the Mantle by Electric conductivity and Tidal Q

*Olv & Opx, <4.5 GPa, Low/High f, rQ=0.3-0.6
Water content of the Mantle: 0.1-0.01 wt.%

Quicker accretion of the fragment than cooling after Giant Impact

Wet Mantle

Geophysical constraints on water content of the mantle
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In addition, such a wet mantle view can be well understood by recent reproductive experiments and simulation models.For example, thermodynamic calculation predicted a layered water distribution of the lunar magma ocean and wet lunar mantle wholly with 20 to 60 ppm water.Water content of the whole-lunar Mantle was inferred to be 10 to  100 ppm order, based on electric conductivity and tidal Q of the mantle analogmaterials.In this previous study, the solid and/or melt fragment should be accreted quicker than its cooling rate after the Giant Impact.Interestingly, this conclusion can be established both the low and high energetic Giant Impact models.23分



▪ Chlorine isotope of the Apollo basalt, volcanic glass and apatite
▪ δ37Cl in Lunar rocks: -1-+24 ‰ *in Earth’s rocks: 0-1.6 ‰
▪ Inferred mantle water content: <10 ppb H, based on δ37Cl

Mostly Dry, but rarely Wet Mantle view?

Dry Mantle based on chlorine isotope

Dry Mantle

Sharp et al. (2010)
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On the other hand, chlorine isotope analyses of the Apollo samples argue a conflicting dry Mantle scenario.Based on the chlorine isotope, the hydrogen content of the whole Mantle was predicted to be below 10 ppb.These Apollo samples show characteristic chlorine isotopes, obviously different from the terrestrial rocks.Based on the partition between chlorine and hydrogen, the hydrogen content of the whole lunar Mantle was predicted to be below 10 ppb.This also pointed out that the previous findings of the water-rich minerals, as described before slides, are anomalous.



▪Water-heterogeneous view of the Mantle, but…
▪ Overall Wet? (11-409 ppm) or Dry? (<1-10 ppb)
▪ Close relationship with the Giant Impact model !!

High energetic Giant Impact model

Dry Mantle

Wang and Jocobsen (2016)
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Such a dry Moon scenario strongly supports a high-energetic Giant Impact model.In most recent research, the lunar samples indicate unique potassium isotopes compared with the Earth’s materials.This anomaly can be well explained by the high-energetic Giant Impact and then an accretion of the melt or evaporated fragments.As introduced in this presentation, there remains such great mysteries concerning water of the Moon, especially in the interior, that is, whether the Moon is wholly dry or wet?But undoubtedly, a solution of this problem give us a new insight into such a formation process of the Earth-Moon system.



In the future plan

Mantle overturn Giant impact

Interpreted by a comparison of water distribution of the 
Moon’s with thermal gradient

Seismic tomography

Solid?

Melt?

Seismology Neutrino Geophysics
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Of course, water of the Moon is closely related to not only the Giant Impact, but also the others events such as Deep moonquake, mantle overturn and partial melting.One of the most important thing is that we should well understand a relationship between the Moon’s water and thermal histories, especially from the new viewpoint of not only material sciences, but also seismology and Neutrino Geophysics.27分



Thank you for your attention !!
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That’s all.Thank you for your attention.
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